This paper examines methods to improve visual speech synthesis from a text input using a deep neural network (DNN). Two representations of the input text are considered, namely into phoneme sequences or dynamic viseme sequences. From these sequences, contextual features are extracted that include information at varying linguistic levels, from frame level down to the utterance level. These are extracted from a broad sliding window that captures context and produces features that are input into the DNN to estimate visual features. Experiments first compare the accuracy of these visual features against an HMM baseline method which establishes that both the phoneme and dynamic viseme systems perform better with best performance obtained by a combined phoneme-dynamic viseme system. An investigation into the features then reveals the importance of the frame level information which is able to avoid discontinuities in the visual feature sequence and produces a smooth and realistic output.
Introduction
Visual speech synthesis has application in generating a speech animation or talking head and is used in, for example, the entertainment industry for animated characters in games and films. In practice, artists produce speech animations manually or use motion capture technology with a human actor. The quality of the animation is usually of primary concern which is why such methods are employed, even given the time and cost required. Generating animations automatically is much less expensive and can be performed in real-time but is not generally considered to be good enough for industry applications, although hybrid approaches can be used where automated animations are refined by artists. The aim of this work is to improve the quality of visual speech synthesis produced automatically from a text input of words.
Methods of visual synthesis can be broadly divided into model-based, sample-based and statistical methods. Modelbased approaches construct a sequence of frames for each phoneme and then interpolate between them to generate animations. For example, [1] extracts visual parameters from each phoneme using a hand-tuned dominance function and produces animations using a blend function, although the method is timeconsuming. More flexible data-driven approaches extract visual speech parameters from a speech corpus but the resulting animation can often be rather unrealistic [2, 3] . Samplebased approaches concatenate visual speech units contained in a database, where the units might be fixed-length (e.g. phonemes, visemes, or words [4, 5, 6, 7] ) or of variable length [8, 9, 10] . A cost function, based on phonetic context and smoothness of concatenation, is then minimised to find the set of units which form the animation. Having a sufficiently large database is important to allow natural smoothing between concatenated units and avoids discontinuities. Statistical approaches aim to overcome these problems by learning and then predicting visual speech parameters from phonetic context, such as with Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), hidden Markov models (HMMs) or deep neural networks (DNNs) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . HMMs have been state of the art in visual speech synthesis for the past decade and typically employ decision tree clustered context-dependent models, although a drawback has been an oversmoothed output [16] . DNN approaches have more recently been proposed to address these limitations and can predict visual parameters from contextual features [17] . Related work has also converted acoustic speech features (e.g. filter bank, MFCC, LPC) into head motion parameters (nod, yaw, roll) using a feed-forward neural network model [18] . This paper continues with the DNN-based approach for predicting visual features from a text input but aims to improve the resulting naturalness of the animation. First, from the text input, two kinds of speech units are considered. The first decomposes the input text into phonetic units. Although phonemes have been used widely in speech processing they have been shown to be suboptimal as visual speech units [6] . Instead, we propose using dynamic visemes as speech units and compare their performance to phonetic units before combining both. Secondly, we consider using more low-level (frame-based) contextual information in the feature vector applied to the DNN which is derived from the speech unit annotations, with the aim of producing a more realistic and smooth visual feature trajectory. Finally, in several earlier works the audio-visual databases have been relatively small which has limited the size of the DNNs. We now use a large database (14 hours) that allows larger DNNs to be trained and an optimal configuration is then identified.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the full pipeline of the system with Section 3 describing the two visual speech units and Section 4 the contextual and visual features. Section 5 presents experimental results that examine the different configurations proposed and finally present the results of comparative subjective tests using human viewers.
DNN visual speech synthesis framework
The proposed method of transforming text to visual features suitable for visual speech synthesis is based on a feed-forward neural network with a number of hidden layers. A given text input is first converted to a sequence of contextual features which comprises a combination of binary features for categorical contexts (e.g. phonetic labels) and numerical features to represent values (e.g. number of phonemes in a syllable). Specific details of the input features are given in Section 4. The output features from the DNN are visual features (specifically active appearance model (AAM) features) along with their time derivatives [19] which are then used for visual synthesis.
For training, the input and output features are time-aligned frame-by-frame. For each hidden and output unit in the DNN, a nonlinear activation function including a sigmoid, a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and rectifier (relu) function is used to map all inputs from the previous layer to the next layer. Commonly, the activation function is controlled by connection weights and biases which are initialised by a uniform function or a pre-training algorithm. The goal of training is to find an optimal set of weight parameters using the backpropagation algorithm. For neural network regression purposes, a nonlinear activation function is used for hidden layers while a linear activation function is adopted in the output layer.
In DNN synthesis, the input text is first converted into input a sequence of features and the output sequence of visual features computed using forward propagation from the set of trained weights and biases. The output features which comprise static and dynamic visual features are rather disjoint so to improve their trajectories they are input into a speech parameter generation algorithm that generates a sequence of smooth static visual parameters frame-by-frame [20] . Finally, a rendering module re-synthesises a lip animation using the smoothed static AAMs parameters [21] .
Phonetic and dynamic viseme units
Existing methods of predicting visual speech features from text input involves creating a phonetic annotation that is input into either an HMM or DNN synthesis system to create the sequence of visual features [13, 14, 15, 18] . In this work we use a set of 41 ARPAbet phonemes including short pause and silence [22] . The phonetic annotations contain the sequence of phonemes and their durations and can be created either manually or automatically, using for example forced alignment [23] . We compare this method to a more novel approach that is based on segmenting the text into a sequence of dynamic viseme units that subsequently form the input into the DNN [10] .
Dynamic visemes are novel units designed for visual speech processing and represent groupings of similar lip-shapes (gestures) as opposed to groupings of similar speech sounds (i.e. phonemes). A set of dynamic visemes is learnt by clustering visual speech parameters which in this work are AAM features (see Section 4.4 for details). The visual speech is segmented by identifying points where AAM acceleration coefficients change sign which identifies instances where visible articulators change direction. This produces a set of variable length and nonoverlapping visual gestures which are then clustered to produce a set of N dynamic visemes classes [10] . To determine N a series of HMM-based visual synthesisers were trained using different numbers of dynamic visemes. Examining the reproduced video established that using N =160 produced good quality animation with a relatively small number of classes.
Contextual and visual features
Feature extraction begins with either a time-aligned phoneme or dynamic viseme sequence that can be generated automatically from, for example, HMM decoding or from human annotation. To transform this sequence of speech units into a time sequence of visual features as required for visual synthesis, contextual labels at the phonetic/dynamic viseme and linguistic levels are extracted and used to create a suitable feature vector. For HMM synthesis of visual vectors this level of contextual labelling is sufficient but for input into a DNN, to create smooth trajectories, it is necessary to include frame-level features. In practice many contextual factors affect the way people speak which includes the number of syllables in current word, the phoneme/dynamic viseme context and the part-of-speech. We consider a number of such factors in our features and extract information at the frame, segment, syllable, word, phrase and utterance level. The importance of these is examined in Section 5.1 in terms of their effect on the synthesised visual features. The full set of features considered is summarised in Table  1 which shows those for phonetic units (PH) and for dynamic viseme units (DV). 
Frame level features
To include contextual information, and improve the resulting predicted visual contour, a sliding window is used so that frame level information preceding and ahead of the current frame is included. The width of the window needs to be wide enough to include articulation movements but short enough to avoid oversmoothing of features. Related studies have reported a window width of K = 11 frames applied to 30 frame-per-second (fps) data which equates to a width of 330ms [24] . In this work the visual frame rate is 100fps which gives an equivalent window width of K = 33 frames (16 preceding and 16 ahead) which preliminary tests have established is a satisfactory value.
Considering the frame level features in Table 1 , the centre phoneme feature is a 41-D binary feature that indicates the phonetic class of the current frame (i.e. centre of the window). Frame level phonetic context is included for the 16 frames preceding and ahead of the current phoneme which form the 32 × 41 dimensional Phonetic window context binary feature. The position feature has three binary elements that correspond to whether the centre frame is at the start, middle or end of the current phoneme, while number indicates how many frames are in the phoneme [25] . The forward phoneme span indicates how many frames the current phoneme are present before changing to another phoneme [24] . Acoustic class is represented by a 57-D binary feature where each element is a response to questions such as 'Is the current phoneme voiced?' or 'Is the current phoneme nasalised?', which are taken from the contextual questions in HTS [26] . The final column of Table 1 shows a similar set of features defined for dynamic viseme units. These form longer binary features given that 160 dynamic visemes are used as opposed to 41 phonemes and no equivalent acoustic class feature exists as the units are visually-derived.
Segment level features
We define a segment as being five phonemes or five dynamic visemes in duration, centred about the middle unit, as preliminary tests found this to give best performance. The five phonemes in the segment are represented by the 41 × 5 dimensional Phoneme context binary feature that indicates the current, two preceding and two following phonemes. Similarly, Dynamic viseme context is a 160 × 5 dimensional feature that indicates the five DVs in the segment. Phonemes in DV is a numeric feature representing the number of phonemes in the dynamic viseme.
Syllable, word, phrase and utterance features
The syllable level features of number and position indicate how many phonemes or DVs are in the current syllable and the current position (start, middle or end) within the syllable. At the word, phrase and utterance levels the number and position features indicate similar information but are no longer unique to phonemes or DVs.
Visual features
An active appearance model (AAM) is used to track and parameterise the facial region in each frame of the video [27] . From a set of 34 2-D vertices that define a mesh demarcating the contours of the lips, jaw and nostrils a 30-D AAM vector, y, is extracted. Preliminary tests examined visual frame rates of between 30fps and 200fps and established highest accuracy was with 100fps which is used for all subsequent testing.
Experiments results
Experiments are performed on the KB-2k audiovisual speech dataset which contains 2543 phonetically balanced sentences from TIMIT totalling around 14 hours [10] . Recordings were captured in a reading style with no emotion in both frontal and side views of professional male speaker, although only the frontal view is used in this work. Video was recorded at 30fps and subsequently upsampled to 100fps. Objective experiments are presented first and analyse the effectiveness of different frame level features, the use of phonetic or dynamic viseme speech units and finally optimisation of the DNN. Subjective test results are then presented that compare the proposed method with an HMM-based method of visual synthesis that serves as a baseline. Objective tests use correlation and root mean square error (RMSE) to evaluate the effectiveness of predicting visual features. Correlation and RMSE are measured between each predicted AAM coefficient and its reference value and averaged across the first five AAM coefficients which gives a more stable measure of similarity.
The DNN for prediction is a feed-forward network with three hidden layers each consisting of 3000 units. A hyperbolic tangent activation function was used for hidden layers and a linear activation function was employed at the output layer. Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent was used and the size of mini-batch set to 100; a learning rate and momentum were fixed to 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. The maximum number of epochs was set to 100. 50% dropout was also applied to avoid overfitting on hidden units. 10% of the training set was held out for validation purposes while 50 held out sentences are used for testing. Numerical input and output features were normalised to give zero-mean unit-variance.
Analysis of frame level features
These experiments analyse the effect that frame level features have on prediction accuracy. Only phonetic units are considered and features for segment, syllable, word, phrase and utterance (as defined in Table 1 ) are included. Five frame level feature combinations (A to E) are defined and summarised in Table 2 . System A uses only the frame level centre phonetic indicator and acoustic class. System B extends this with the frame position and number features while System C extends System A with the phonetic window context and forward span features. System D combines the features in Systems B and C. System E then excludes the acoustic class feature. Table 3 presents correlation and RMSE results of the five systems which shows that including all frame level features gives best performance (System D). Comparing Systems B and C shows that the phonetic window context feature makes a significant contribution to performance by including wider frame level information that is not present with just knowledge of the central phoneme. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows AAM coefficient 5 for the utterance 'If dark came they would lose her' which is changed from being discontinuous at frame boundaries without phonetic window context (System B) to continuous (System C) and much closer to the original track. 
Analysis of speech units
An investigation is now made into the effect of using either phonetic units or dynamic viseme units. For the phoneme based system all PH features shown in Table 1 are included while for the dynamic viseme system all DV features are included.
A third configuration was also tested which combines the phonetic and dynamic viseme unit features and includes all features shown in Table 1 . For comparison, a baseline HMM synthesis system was created which used five-state hidden semi-Markov models with each state modeled by a single Gaussian with diagonal covariance. Quinphone HMMs were created using decision tree clustering that considered phoneme, syllable, word, phrase and utterance level questions and resulted in 11,893 models [13] . Table 5 shows correlation and RMSE for the phoneme, DV and combined phomeme-DV systems using DNNs and the phoneme-based HMM system. Both the phoneme DNN and DV DNN systems outperform the HMM synthesis approach. Combining phoneme and DV features further improves performance which we attribute to their complementary information, one relating to acoustics and the other to visual information, which when combined improves the resulting visual features. 
Optimisation of DNN parameters
Optimisation of the DNN is now considered for the combined phoneme-DV system with the aim of further improving performance. The number of hidden layers was varied from 1 to 5 and the number of units from 512 to 3000. Table 4 shows correlation and RMSE for these combinations and identifies best performance with five hidden layers and 3000 units per layer. Increasing parameters further saw performance reduce.
Subjective evaluation
Subjective tests were performed to compare the naturalness of animations generated by AAM sequences from either the DNN/phoneme-DV system or the HMM system defined in Section 5.2. Viewers were asked to watch pairs of animations played side-by-side and to select the sequence that they found most natural. One animation was created from the DNNPhoneme/DV system and the other from HMM synthesis, with the order of them randomised. Each test comprised 20 sentences that were selected randomly from the 50 test sentences. Viewers were asked to select the more natural animation and could watch the videos as many times as they wished. The original audio accompanied the video. A total of 15 viewers took part in the tests and using a majority-wins voting system 80% found the DNN-based animations more natural. This confirms the objective test results in Table 5 that reported the DNN-based combination of phoneme and dynamic viseme units as being better than HMM synthesis. Several viewers reported that some of the animations (presumably the HMM synthesis) tended to lack audio-visual synchrony and to be under articulated in terms of mouth opening.
Conclusions
This paper has shown several improvements to visual speech synthesis from a text input using a DNN approach. Using phonetic or dynamic viseme speech units gives similar performance. However, combining the two speech units gives a substantial increase in performance which suggests that some complementary information exists between the two, and confirms other reported findings [10, 14 ]. An analysis of frame level features established that frame level context is very important for generating accurate AAM tracks, particularly for producing a smooth output that avoids discontinuities. Subjective tests confirm the findings made with objective tests with the proposed DNN-phonetic/DV systems producing much more natural animation than HMM synthesis.
